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AIRLINE REGULA~ORY REFORM 

! - . 

THE WHITC: HOUSE 

WASH::-.o::;ION 

July 16, 1975 

.rwlENORANDUH FOR : 

FROM : 

SUBJECT Kennedy 

1. Mike's letter doesn't really answer Kennedy's 
question. 

2. I . understand John Barnum made this commitment 
for DOT in February. 

Who FOR CEA? 

Who for Justice? 

Can we get their testimony and see what they 
promised? 

. 
3. What is s~atus of our airline regulatory 

reform o~ooosals? . ... . 

- --•. =~ 
.I . ~ · --~-

' 

Digitized from Box 29 of the James M. Cannon Files at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library



·, Jalf 7. 1975 

:WEWOJLAHDU:W FO~CA!Q(o0 
.Fll,OW: JACK WAltSH 

StllUECT: 

P.t...e -*• t.be attadMG iacomiol letter from S.D&tor Jteaaed.y iatairlaa 
-~ the •tatu of pr., .... l .. ;.latioa Oil airliae realllatol'y reform. 
wlai.dl t.M Selaator atat .. we .laaG lacUcated would be aoiaa to Coaar••• 1a 
Warcll. The Preaw..at -..ld Uke for aa to check oa thia aaCl ••• what 
tJae et&tu la aacl waettu.r lb.· oMenatioM ia the letter are -.a!W. 

FffW fOU' iaiOI"!'Wtloa, 1 ••• •eat copi .. ol t.IWt memo to botb Doa 
BlUDa'-W allfi Maa FriMenarf. 

WaaytMDka. 

JOM/dl 

·. 
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fra;:ik "].,., i:e:c ~ .J".::l• 2S ~~:3: "U) 

~ 'iJx.s~:t:.. ~.cU..u..w; 4i..:$~~i~
of ?.J:'090oe4 :r~l.a"b:l.--:7 ~%::l... Z 
~ t.:=t ~i..d'4At will ~- p~ . 
to ~v. ~- ev.-l.Utioa o£ ~ 
~cb~ a:Hi ~ .-. ... i•:ial ~- ~..c:h: 

are S.i"29 t=ai..a~:~~:-~- ~~~:: .. '·-~-'~-- _;:;~f._ 
P.Lt ... ba· asMtX'ed· tl:ua~ rJIIbalXS\c:a~ 
~ ~:= -lds at:ast:ita ~- ~~-~ 
~u..:.t oppo:tme"'!:7· :x -- aa ~~,~---; 
~ oc:.-..a.b ~:nil\lf'-~l .. at·.:: 
~ air.l.~ .r..eglll:&~ raforil will. ,:_>:. 
be~- ~atbAt.i~- . . 

... ! 

V."'lll.ia:t "'1. ~ll. 
~ty ~3-tzrl:. 
-:Co ..... "')Ct ¥reaiJj.ent. 

~ u-eDO-r•a Adw.a.re ~-~ 
t:a.it.wi su~ -~t• 
~--~teD.. D.C. 2\l5~3 

bee; w/inccwj:oq to ~rick Rills for approgxi.3.te 
handJ.ag._ . 

bee t w/ incOJAi.nq to James cannon - · PYI 

.. 

--,. - .. 
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. ~ . 
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WASHINGTON, O.C. 2.0!110 

Honorable Gerald R. Ford 
The White House 
Washington, D.C_ 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 
. 

June 26, 1975 

~ ·· . -

~ believe that yesterday's discussion on regulatory-reform 
was extremely us·eful in. opening the channels of communica~· 
tion and in~· providing for an airing of perspectives for 
both Congress and the Administration. As I have indicated,. 
I certainly share your views on the need for lessening the 
restraints of federal regulation on the competitive forces 
in various markets. 

As you know, the Congress .is still awaiting your proposals 
on ai.rlin~ ·ceguL¢to::cy ref'om, \-ihic:'l .l.S an area o£ special 
.1.nterest to me. At our Subcommittee h~arings in February 
representatives from the Justice Department, Department o£ 
Transportation, and Council of Economic Advisors appeared 
in substantial agreement as to the general form of such 
legislation and indicated that a bill would be for~arcFd 
to Congress in 1~1arch. The delay, I am afraid, suggests. to 
so~e a lesseninq o= the Adminis~ration's commitment to 
genulne refor:rn, making it correspondingly more diffi~lt 
for me to ma.1.ntain the same momentum on the congressional 
front. .. 

"' I -;..ias pleased to participate in Wednesday's meeting and 

' 
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June 26 , 1975 
P c:tge 2 

-
look forward to working with you towards substantial 
changes in the nature of federal economic regulation 
on many fronts_ 

-.7// . Sincerely, ·~ 

. / "#-/ !~~- ~ 
Edward M. Kennedy 

I 
_/ 

' 



THE WHITE HQUSE. 

·WASH INGTON 

DATE; July 7, 1975 

TO: MIKE DUVAL 

FROM.:. JIM" CAVANAUG~ 
SUBJ: Kennedy Letter 

FYI ----
Action X 

Where are we on this? 

DATE : 

TO: 

F'ROM: 

SUBJ: 

FYI 

THE WHITE J-iQUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 7, 1975 

JIM CANNON 

JIM CAVANAUG 

Kennedy Lett 

----
Action 

We've asked Duval for 

. .--' 

a status report on this . 

ld . 

' 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 7, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JIM CANNON 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Kenned 

Please note the attached incoming letter from Senator Kennedy inquiring 
about the status of proposed legislation on airline regulatory reform, 
which the Senator states we had indicated would be going to Congress in 
March. The President would like for us to check on this and see what 
the status is and-whether the observations in the letter are valid. 

For your information, I have sent copies of this memo to both Don 
Rumsfeld and Max Friedersdorf. 

Many thanks. 

j ':.. .• 

, 
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Honorable Gerald R_ Ford 
Tne White. House '"' 
Washington, D_c_ 20500 

Dear r1r _ President: 

June 26, 1975 

.. 

~I believe that yesterday's discussion on regulatorv reform 
·was extremely us·eful in opening the channels o:E co:mmunica~ 
tion and in providing £or an airing o:f p.erspact.ives for 
both .Congress and the A~uLnistration_ As I have indicated~ 
I certainly share your vie~s on the need for lessening the 
restraints of federal regulation on the competitive forces 
in various markets_ 

som9 a lesseninc o£ th2 A~~~~is~~ation's corr~itQent to 
genulne refor;w, making it correspondingly more di~ficult 
for :me -co ma~ntain the same- momentum on the congressionaL 
front _ 

...,. 
l I ••ias pleased to participate in \•lednesday' s meeting and 

-· 
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l ook f o r\..;e:.rd to tv8.::-king with you towards substantial 
c hanges in t he nature of federal. eccnolllic regulation 
on many fronts_ 

..... Sincerely, £ 
· --#? ,_4 i ~ 

- 'l y"'J if y .. . i- -" J'J~ .· _ · ~ 

¥ - · "'"1. Edward H_ Ken.."'l.edy _ 

! 
.l 

_/ 
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Q They are expecting them to be there 
through the winter? 

MR. NESSEN: Well, at this rate I think some 
would be left by the wintertime. 

Q What about on Guam, Ron? Have all been 
from Guam? 

MR. NESSEN: Guam is closed. 

Then the President said he wanted to give a 
little report on his meeting with the re~ulatory 
agencies. He called the meeting beneficial. He asked 
Jim Cannon to give a report, and Jim said that the 
reform is moving ahead. 

He called the meeting a milestone, said it 
shows that the President means business about regulatory 
reform. He said that the ~~ite House is now preparin~ 
the next step in regulatory reform, which is the regu
lations within the departments and agencies as opposed 
to the independent regulatory agencies. 

He said the purpose of this whole plan of the 
President's is, one, to promote competition; two, to let 
the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department handle 
many of these areas now handled by the regulatory agencies; 
and to have the regulatory agencies, as well as the 
Executive Branch departments and a~encies, rethink 
their role to make sure they are really doing what they 
are supposed to do, which is to serve the public interest. 

He said that there has been a large degree of 
cooperation within the regulatory agencies with the 
White House. 

The President closed that portion of the 
meeting by saying that the atmosphere he has found 
surrounding this issue is constructive to ~etting some
thing done, and that the Domestic Council will be 
continuing to pursue this. 

Finally, there was the discussion of the 
energy program and the President said that he would send 
up his phased reasonable compromise decontrol program 
late this afternoon, to the Congress. 

Q 
compromise? 

He calls it that -- a phased reasonable 

MR. NESSEN: He does. He believes that is an 
accurate description of the program and he uses it when 
he speaks of it. 

l10RE #272 

, 



MEMOH.l\NDUM FOH: 

THROUGH: 

FHOM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE !lOUSE 

W/\!_;IIIN<;J()f<J 

,July 17, 197 5 

THE PRC:SIDJ::N'J' 

JIM CANNON and JIM LYNN 

HOD HILLS'\~\\ 

Hobinson-Patman Hepeal or 
Rev1Sion as Part of Hegula tory 
He form 

The Hobinson-Piltman question is being treated in the larger 
context of rc0uli1tory reform. 'J'he Domestic Council Heview 
Group on Regulatory Hcform has this on its agenda for 
discussion Friday, July 18. 

'J'ab 1\ provid(•r; rl IIH'IIIOr.C:Jildlllll ouLiiltilllJ Lhe
1

COII\})(J~;it . .i_on or l:hc 
l>orncsU.c Council l{cvicw Group on I<cgulatory Hcfoun ilnd the 
agenda. 

Rob.i.nson-Pil tmiln 1s an area where your advisers a r.e in genc~n1l 
acp:-ecment that somcl:hin<J JllU!;l: he' done. Over the nc'xl. t.wo or. 
t.hrcc weeks, l:h(• l{c~vjew C:1~oup wilt discuss Robinson-Pal.man 
(and other regulatory subjects) witl1 the appropriate people 
in Congress. We will focus on which substantive OJJtion might 
be acceptable, i1nd then present you with a decision memo. 

Tab B contains <J memorandum outlining the three substantive 
options a~ailable. 

' 



TilE Will"! r~ IIOIJ~;f: 

W 1\ ~:; I I I I'J • • I 0 N 

.J u .L y H) I .l ~ 7 s -
r-IEMOIU\NOliM FOR: ECONOHJC 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

The President h~s given the Domestic Council responsibility 
for coordination of his regulatory reform effort. 'l'o this 
end 1 the Domest i.e Council has established a Review Group on 
Regulatory Rcforo1 to serve in the coordinating role. Included 
in this Review Group are: . 

Member 

Counsel's Office 
Domestic Council 

Council of Economic 
1\dv isc r [; 

Off ice of M;wagement 
and nudg e L 

Department of Justice 
Council on tvilge and 

Price Stability 

Working Representatives 

Hod Hills 
Paul IJec1.ch 
Lynn l\1ay 
Paul .t-1acl\voy 

Cill. Collier 
Stan l\1o.cris 
Jon Rose 
George Eads 

Jim Cannon has d esig nated me as Executive Director of this 
Group and Pc1.ul t·1,lc/\voy and 1 will serve as principal spokesmen. 
Paul Leach is th e Domestic Counc il staff person with primary 
respons ibil~ty for staff coordination. 

\vher0 ,appropt-Ltl.(•, other. J·:xe cul:.iv <' d(•partmcnts i.lnd nqcncic ~; 
and \vh:i tc llow;(' s f <~ff w.i.l.l. be involvc•d . Major economic 
rcquli1U.on i.nit .i <lL.i.vcs will })(' pre~;en l.cd to the Economic 
Po .1. .icy Bn.:1 nl . 

.It: i.s i lllli c.ip;l f,<l "'"L ;li.J. ~-:Ltrr U'~:oun:eu llec(•:::·><tty lo ;wlticvc 
the Pn~s idc~n t ' ~:; t·< gu.la tory rc form ob j ec ti vcs w i J.l uc pr-ov nlcd 
by the vvil ite llo u sc stu.ff groups and Executive departments and 
agencies. 

, 
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" 
The pr..lnci.p<tl. qoal of Lhe (;nu.lf> .t:; to <~ch.i.evc l:dllCJ.-i.ble .n~l. onn 
in the next ye<:11: --- re<luctio11 .o[ ConHni~nd.on activjties where 
unnecessary and improvements in the efficiency of operation 
where there is a stron~ rationa;e for continued regulation. 
'.I'o cl('livct~ on Ell<' President's qo<:d!;, we must lw.vc concrete 
resul Ls this yeilt~. 1\ f~econdary CJO<d for. 1975 i:;; to have 
resu.J.ts and a second year progr-am by the time of the State 
of the Union Address. 

'l'he CJttached draft oE an Agenda for the .July 18 Heview Group 
meeting provides iJ brief picture of where this effort is 
going during 1975. 

, 
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IJIU\Jo''l' ··:y;~ 1'/ - /', 

JJ(H'IJ·:::•J'IC CO!Iti!'JI, HIW.JJ·:W <:HOIJI' OJ~ HJ·:C:llJ,/\'J'OHY I<I·:J·'OHM 

-J. 

Mc~<·LiiiCJ /\<J<~nda -.July lB , 1~75 

Legislative 1\ct.ivity (with pr-imary responsibility) 

1\. Legislalion Before the Congress 

J. Rai 1 •~oad Hev .i La l i:;w t ion J..c·q i !> Ja lion ::;u I >11d t ted • IIOU!>P 

Commerce Committee ,is holding 
hearings. Some legislation 
possible this session. 
OMB & DO'l' 

2. Natural Gas Continue to push for de
regulation of natural gas . 
Speedy COH<jressional action 
unlikely. OMB & FEA 

3. Financi~l Institutions 

4. Fa'ir 'l'ra<le 

1. Trucking 

2 . Air 1 ir1es 

3. Hobi 11 ::on-PaLma n 

I.nqislation r~ubmittcd, but 
sc>lnr• J.eg.i.slat:.iV<' act.ion .likely 
jn this Congress. OMI3 & 
'l'reasury 

I,eqislation stJbmittcd. Push 
for .t'epeal , which should 
h<1ppen in 1975 , atH1 take 
credit with signing ceremony. 
Ot-1B & Justice 

Send bill to Congress by 
i\u<just with PresidentiaJ 
message and press briefings . 
OMI3 & DOT 

Send bill to Congress by 
September with Presidcnti.ul 
message and press briefings. 
Of'.1B & DO'r 

Finish proposed bill by 
l\tHJU:5 t . Send to Hill \-d t h 
Prcsid.entia.L message and 
press briefings. OMB & 
Justice 

, 
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4. Cal>h~ 'I'. V. 

C. New Areas to be Considered 

l 

D< ! Velop nnd con:;icleJ:- .l.e<j
islation by S~ptember. 
Domestic Council & OTP 

: 

'l'here nre a variety of new areas where a policy review 
might be undertaken. These range from (a) a major over
haul or nbolition of existing agencies, e.g., the FMC, 
(b) det~rmination of the long-term regulatory role of 
FEA, (c) development of effective anti-trust policy 
particularly with respect to the Clnyton and Federal 
Trade Commission 7\cts to (cl) crc'<ltion of incentives 
r<1ther tlwn usc of the .rule-making appro<.1ch to health, 
safety und' ('llVi.r.onmenl:ill I~C<JulaL.ions. 

I I. Follow-Up to ~:he Reyula t<>l_-y Suuuni t 

1. Prcsich,nt it1l lcl:t0c to Commissionet"s sending transcript 
o( July 10 mcctinq and asking [or: 

Spec.i. fie plan to reduce delays 
Description of economic analysis activities 

2. l"o I low-up wi I II conL i nll <JI contac t :; nt bot:h Cornm i.:~:. .ion0r 
and stal f levels lo sec ll1at interrwl 1~efonn effort 
continues. 

3. Encourag e Con~p-cssional comnd tt~e<'S to hold oversight 
hearings ott delays in each Agency . 

4. With Justi.cc making major contribution , set up group 
to propose changes in the procedures of the Agencies. 
Changes CiJn be internal or legislate~. 

5. Closely con trol Commission appointments . Develop list 
o( acce pt .tl> lc~ candid«Les <1nrl committed deregulators. 

l·:r:Lli,J i ~: l1 q1 oup to wo1 J.: wi Ill lnd t' Jl<.~llcleul: 1\~Jencie:> in 
.i mpn>V i nq pr~onomlc anil.l.ys i.s. 

7. P11!;ll FPC to il.l.I0\-1 i.nlct-r;l;tl.!' s lliplll t'll t of ll ii LUt"c:l.l <JilS 

which i.!~ I''' cll1:;( I by indu~;Lr~ial fi1:1ns .1. n Lh c .i.ntr<.u;L.tte 
(unr:cgulc:lLc<l) m.:.trkct. 

' 



III. 

...:.J-
... 

negulalion hY. __ .!_::_~~ulive Uepartm~!_tts antl 1\genc.ies .-
1. !'residential effort to get Cubinct (und other·) officers 

committed to reform. 1\n.nounce meetings between Heview 
Group and Cabinet officers to obtain specific 1975 
reform objectives . -

2 . Develop a full catalog of agencies: Their respon
sibilities , weaknesses and opportunities for imp"i:·ove
ment . 

3. Target several "dependent" ~gcncies where the Review 
Group can boncentrate its efforts . 

4. Exam in~ <11Hl ClSS i.s t F'F.l\ task force efforts l:o remove 
bottlenecks in development of new energy projects. 

IV. Congress 

1. Pn~n. id,•ttl i;tl 1(~1 I c'r lo J.tl M<'IIIIH·r·:; to report on Independent 
Commissions mcel.ing. Drat:l cornp.leted. 

2 . Con U.nuc• con Ltc ts w i lh Congr.ess i.onul rcguia tory reform 
group and their staff. 

3. Schedule ilnother meeU.n<J with Members u[ter Lubor Day. 

4. Closely mon i. tor leg.i.sJat:ivc slt~at-eyy on u.ll regulutory 
reform bills to insure White llouse coordination. 

V. Speeches and ()thcr Events 

l. llPVcl op :q)Pr'ch. rot- Pr<'!; id(~nl· t:o <.Jive consumer!; on I:IH' 
impact of rcgulution on consumer costs, then schedule . 

2. Develop speech for President to give to a "special 

3 . 

.in t-c~rcs t q rn11p" in wll.i ch he ta I b3 tough on the need for 
req.ulutory ,-cfonn, then sclwdul<'. 

~;<'t' (· !Jill l'tlll I 'I'll !' i !; h.t:; m.tl r•t i d I :; llf'C<': ;:;, II y l.o kl't'[' 

requlu.Lot·y 1 e l.onn .i.n a V<.trir'LY ol L're!;;lde nL.ia.l. speeches. 

tl . ~; c that ;1 qroup of spokcsmr•n for. the 7\dmi.nistration 
begin to cmphusize reg ulatory ~· efcn:m in speeches . 

. . 

, 
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VI. 
,! 

VII. 

-11-

' 1. Sec tha 1:. President is continually briefed on status 
of regulatory reform and has talking points for 
interviews. 

2. Wo~k with Press Office to educate general and 
specialized press about the Presiclential effort. 

3. Nonitor. press J;"Cports and editorials. Heply where 
necessary. 

State and Local Regulatory Refprrn 

1. Finalize State and local task force on regulatory 
reform. 

2. l\r ti cuJa Le l.'t:csidentla l interest in this area. 

1. Set priorities for activities and assign responsibilities. 

2. Insure uvai.lability of: sluff resources needed to achieve 
President's objectives. 

3. Provide for regular coordinatin<:J mcetiny. 

4. Develop routine stutus report. 

, 



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

. s 
J\ll 17 i97 " 

. ' 
MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

JAMEs,~:· LYNN FROM: 

SUBJECT: Status Report on Robinson-Patman 
Act Reform 

In March you announced your intention to seek legislation 
to reform the Robinson-Patman Act. · 

Since then, concerned agencies (Justice, Commerce, SBA,. HEW, 
CEA, C~-IPS, and OMB) have explored several alternatives and 
three substantive options have emerged. The purpose of this 
memorandum is to provide you a status report. 

The Robinson-Patman Act (RP-A) was enacted in 1936, in the 
midst of the Depression, essentially to help the small local 
grocers hold their position against the then -emerging chain 
supermarkets. The RP-A has two main provisions: One is a 
civil prohibition on discriminating between different customers 
unless the manufacturer can show that his lower price is cost 
justified or is meeting the legitimate competition of another 
manufacturer. Persons injured by prohibited conduct are 
entitled to recover treble damages in private suits. The 
second is a criminal prohibition against charging "unreason
ably low prices." 

The statute is unusual. No other country except France has 
anything similar, and in France, the government refuses to 
enforce it. 

The RP-A has not achieved its objective of heading off the 
creation of chain stores. In addition to this failure, it 
has reduced price competition and spawned a great deal of 
litigation. 

Also, it has permitted in some manufacturing industries, a 
few firms to dominate the industry by encouraging parallel 

icin~ p ·actices and , occas "onally, by outright conspiracy . 
The RP-A makes it harder for aggressive buyers to break these 

, 
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pr~c~ng patterns and thus helps to prevent competitive pricing. 
Moreover, the Justice Department•s ex~erience in prosecuting 
crimin.al price fixing cases suggests that manufacturers, in 
satisfying the RP-A, have used that occasion to swap prlcing 
information, thus further preventing competitive pricing. 

Therefore, the ne.ed for reform is clear. If reform is success
ful, it would contribute significantly to your overall _ 
regulatory reform program which is aimed at eliminating costly 
government restrictive practices that tend to eliminate a 
healthy competitive market place. However, achieving reform 
will be difficult. The options that have been considered have 
been viewed primarily as ways to head off the inevitable oppo
sition of those businesses who want to avoid effective price 
competition by relying on the civil ~spects of the· RP-A. 

The following options have been considered. 

OPTIONS 

1. Outright .repeal. All agencies, except the SBA, believe 
that outright repeal of the Act is -~ on the merits -
from Robinson-Patman can be more rationally achieved 
from preserving the Sherman Act's prohibition on 
"attempts to monopolize." Some of your advisors 
believe that outright repeal has the added virtue of 
demonstrating the depth of your commitment to regulatory 
reform. However, repeal will be vigorously opposed by 
small business groups ·and has the least prospect of 
success in Congress. Moreover, a repeal proposal will 
be viewed by opponents as a pro-big busine~s move to 
unleash corporate bullies to prey upon smaller firms 
through abuses of market power. It would be argued -
but not demonstrably -- that this could lead to more 
industry concentration. 

2. Predatory pric·ing substitute. The Justice Department 
has drafted a legislative substitute for Robinson
Patman that would outlaw: overt threats by businesses 
to force certain pricing practices on their competitors; 
and sales below out-of-pocket costs (except to meet 
competition or to enter ne'l.v markets}. This substitute 
would significantly narrow the Robinson-Patman Act, 
minimizing or eliminating its use to restrain hard 
competition. It would provide some answer to critics 
o reform, including small business groups. Ho-o:vev~r , 

.-
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sophisticated observers would realize that ·the·pro
tections afforded to small bus~ness are iliusory 
because violations would be virtually impos~ible to 
prove. Accordingly, critics would charge t~at the 
proposal favors big business and will also ·lead to 
increased concentration. ·Again, Congressional 
sponsors will be difficult to attract. 

3. Revision ·coupled with predatory pricing prohibition. 

The final option builds upon the predatory pricing 
substitute and also outlaws sustained price 
discriminations that systematically favor larger 
buyers or are likely to eliminate competitively 
significant firms from a market. This alternative 
would consti.tute a major improvement over the status 
quo, making it ~Jite difficult to prove a violation. 
It might be more acce ptable to members of Congress. 
However, the modification approach is not fav·ored 
on simple economic grounds (it does not go far 
enough toward repeal) , will not satisfy small 
business, and may be viewed as inconsistent with a 
real commitment to regulatory reform. 

3 

Because the public has a poor understanding of the costs 
imposed by the Robinson-Patman Act, because the small business 
community is deeply concerned, and because Congressional 
interest is low, -vre are proceeding as fo·llows: 

The lead responsibility on this issue has been 
a ssigned to the newly established Domestic Council 
Task Force on Regulatory Reform. 

The Task Force will begin working with staff members 
representing the newly established group of 24 
Congressmen and Senators with whom you recently met 
on regulatory reform. 

Hopefuliy, we can look to this group to provide a 
Congressional const i tuency for reform of the Robinson
Patman Act . 

A d ecision on which legislat ive solution to propose 
wi ll be r ecommend ed after t hes e consultations by the 
end of August. 

' 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 29, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JIM CANNO~N 

DICK DUNH THROUGH: 
I 

FROM: PAUL LEACH };,( 

SUBJECT: Regulatory Reform 

Per your instructions of two weeks ago, the Regul~tory Reform 
Review Group has assumed primary responsibility for coordinating 
the President's regulatory reform effort in the approved areas. 
Where appropriate, economic regulation initiatives are being 
presented to the EPB. The memorandum at Tab A outlines the 
composition and mission of the Review Group. 

To facilitate communication and to assure deadlines are met, 
the Review Group is now meeting every Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. 
in the Roosevelt Ro~. You have received the agendas for the 
first two meetings. 

Also, we are distributing from time to time a Status Report on 
Regulatory Reform. You have already been provided with the 
latest one, dated July 23. 

In order to provide coordination for the effort in the fullest 
sense, the Review Group (or various members) has: 

1. Met with Paul Theis to discuss regulatory reform 
speeches. We will work with Theis to develop a 
speech for the President to the Hardware Industry 
Convention in Chicago in late August. Also, we 
are working on the draft of a speech dealing with 
the positive effect of regulatory reform for the 
consumer. This coordination with Theis will be 
ongoing. ' 
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2. Established liaison with the Press Office through 
John Carlson. We will work with them to sustain 
the dialogue with the media and will try to stage 
a major discussion of regulatory reform at the 
next appropriate event, e.g., when a Trucking Bill 
is submitted. 

3. Discussed the major importance of Commission 
appointments with Doug Bennett. We will attempt 
to supply him with names of strong candidates who 
could further the objectives of regulatory reform. 

4. Scheduled a meeting with Virginia Knauer to assure 
that the President's announced goal of improved 
representation for valid consumer concerns in 
regulatory proceedings is achieved. 

5. Discussed the effort with the Public Liaison 
office (Bill Baroody's shop) to assure that the 
Review Group can be exposed to the flow of interest 
groups and individuals coming through the White 
House system. 

Very shortly, we will arrange a meeting to discuss scheduling 
of regulatory reform speeches and events with Warren Rustand 
(and maybe Jim Connor and/or Jerry Jones) . 

As a follow-up to the Congressional and Commissioner meetings, 
the Review Group has sent -- or drafted -- letters to the 
twenty-four Congressional members, the Congressional staff 
group members, the Independent Regulatory Commissioners and 
the Counsels of the Commissions. Rod Hill has -- or will 
have -- cleared these with you. 

In response to the President's directive to his Cabinet 
officers and Agency heads, a letter has been drafted to the 
six primary regulators (EPA, FEA, DOT, DOL, USDA and HEW). 
The Regulatory Reform Review Group will meet with the heads 
of these departments and agencies during August to develop 
firm objectives for regulatory reform achievements by the 
end of 1975. OMB and Domestic Council staff will be 
involved in this process, as appropriate. 

, 
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To reduce Independent Agency regulatory delays, a Task Force 
of the Justice Department, the Administrative Conference of 
the u.s. and others led by Cal Collier (Associate Director 
of OMB and formerly Counsel of FTC) will begin to work on 
ways to speed up the proceedings. This is a long and arduous 
challenge. 

On the legislative front, the Review Group will begin to work 
with the relevant parties in order to insure Congressional 
action on legislation already submitted. The legislation 
and the lead agencies: 

1. Fair Trade Law Repeal --- Justice 
2. Energy (Oil and Gas Deregulation) --- FEA 
3. Financial Institutions Act ---Treasury 
4. Railroad Revitalization Act --- DOT 
5. Increased Resources and Certain New Authority 

for Antitrust Division and FTC --- Justice & OMB 
6. State Utility Procedures Reform --- FEA 

Obviously, the Review Group will have to determine where its 
limited resources might do some good. 

In addition, the Review Group is working with the ad hoc 
task forces finalizing three pieces of new legislation:-

1. Truck Bill. A final decision paper has been 
submitted by Jim Lynn to the President and 
legislation should soon be ready. See Tab B. 

2. Airline Bill. The Review Group is working to 
see that a bill is swiftly finalized. A decision 
paper is going to the EPB, hopefully, on Wednesday 
or Thursday of this week. See Tab C for draft. 
Soon thereafter it should be ready for a final 
Presidential decision. 

3. Robinson-Patman. Justice is taking the lead in 
test1ng the Congressional waters. Once that is 
completed, Presidential decision on the options 
and the strategy will be sought. See Tab D for 
latest draft of Status Report with Options. 

' 
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Finally, some work is being done -- or monitored -- on 
various other initiatives: 

1. Cable TV Bill (Domestic Council: (Lynn May) 
2. Insurance Antitrust Immunities (Antitrust 

Immunities Task Force) 
3. Federal Maritime Commission Reform or Repeal 

(Council of Economic Advisers) 
4. Tax Incentives Approach to Environmental 

Safety Legislation (OMB and Treasury) • 
5. Insurance Antitrust Immunities (Justice) 
6. Inflation Impact Analysis (OMB) 
7. Agricultural Cooperatives Antitrust Immunities (Justice) 
8. State and Local Regulatory Reform (OMB) 

, 





THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 16, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ECONOMIC POLICY BOARD 

ROD HILLS R H FROM: 

SUBJECT: Domestic council Review 
Group on Regulatory Reform 

The President has given the Domestic Council responsibility 
for coordination of his regulatory reform effort. To this 
end, the Domestic Council has established a Review Group on 
Regulatory Reform to serve in the coordinating role. Included 
in this Review Group are: 

Member 

Counsel's Office 
Domestic Council 

council of Economic 
Advisers 

Office of Management 
and Budget 

Department of Justice 
Council on Wage and 

Price Stability 

Working Representatives 

Rod Hills 
Paul Leach 
Lynn May 
Paul MacAvoy 

Cal Collier 
Stan Morris 
Jon Rose 
George Eads 

Jim Cannon has designated me as Executive Director of this 
Group and Paul MacAvoy and I will serve as principal spokesmen. 
Paul Leach is the Domestic Council staff person with primary 
responsibility for staff coordination. 

Where appropriate, other Executive departments and agencies 
and White House staff will be involved. Major economic 
regulation initiatives will be presented to the Economic 
Policy Board. 

It is anticipated that all staff resources necessary to achieve 
the President's regulatory reform objectives will be provided 
by the White House staff groups and Executive departments and 
agencies. 

•. ! 
' 
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The principal goal of the Group is to achieve tangible reform 
in the next year --- reduction of Commission activities where 
unnecessary and improvements in the efficiency of operation 
where there is a strong rationale for continued regulation. 
To deliver on the President's goals, we must have concrete 
results this year. A secondary goal for 1975 is to have 
results and a second year program by the time of the State 
of the Union Address. 

The attached draft of an Agenda for the July 18 Review Group 
meeting provides a brief picture of where this effort is 
going during 1975. 

, 
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DRAFT 7-17-75 

DOMESTIC COUNCIL REVIEW GROUP ON REGULATORY REFORM 

Meeting Agenda - July 18, 1975 

Legislative Activity {with primary responsibility) 

A. Legislation Before the Congress 

1. Railroad Revital i zation Legislation submitted. House 
Commerce Committee is holding 
hearings. Some legislation 
possible this session. 
OMB & DOT 

2. Natural Gas Continue to push for de
regulation of natural gas. 
Speedy congressional action 
unlikely. OMB & FEA 

3. Financial Institutions Legislation submitted, but 
some legislative action likely 
in this Congress. OMB & 
Treasury 

4. Fair Trade Legislation submitted. Push 
for repeal, which should 
happen in 1975 , and take 
credit with signing ceremony. 
OMB & Justice 

B. Legislation Being Developed 

1. Trucking 

2. Airlines 

3. Robinson-Patman 

Send bill to Congress by 
Augus t with Presidential 
message and press briefings. 
OMB & DOT 

Send bill to Congress by 
September with Presidential 
message and press briefings. 
m.IB & DOT 

Finish proposed bill by 
August . Send to llill with 
Prcsith)ntLll l'lcS!:hl~L' .1nd 
press bric finqs . or-m & 
Justice' 

, 
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4. Cable T.V. 

C. New Areas to be Considered 

Develop and consider leg
islation by September. 
Domestic Council & OTP 

There are a variety of new areas where a policy review 
might be undertaken. These range from (a) a major over
haul or abolition of existing agencies, e.g., the FMC, 
(b) determination of the long-term regulatory role of 
FEA, (c) development of effective anti-trust policy 
particularly with respect to the Clayton and Federal 
Trade Commission Acts to (d) creation of incentives 
rather than use of the rule-making approach to health, 
safety and environmental regulations. 

II. Follow-Up to the Regulatory Summit 

1. Presidential letter to Commissioners sending transcript 
of July 10 meeting and asking for: 

Specific plan to reduce delays 
Description of economic analysis activities 

2. Follow-up with continual contacts at both Commissioner 
and staff levels to see that internal reform effort 
continues. 

3. Encourage Congressional committees to hold oversight 
hearings on delays in each Agency. 

4. With Justice making major contribution, set up group 
to propose changes in the procedures o ~ the Agencies. 
Changes can be internal or legislated. 

5. Closely control Commission appointments. Develop list 
of acceptable candidates and committed dercgulators. 

6. Establish group to work with Independent Agencies in 
improving economic analysis. 

7. Push FPC to allow interstate shipm~nt of natural gas 
which is purchased by industrial firms in the intrastate 
(unregula ted) market. 

' 
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Regulation by Executive Departments and Agencies 

1. Presidential effort to get Cabinet (and other) officers 
committed to reform. Announce meetings between Review 
Group and Cabinet officers to obtain specific 1975 
reform objectives. 

2. Develop a full catalog of agencies: Their respon
sibilities, weaknesses and opportunities for improve
ment. 

3. Target several "dependent" agencies where the Review 
Group can concentrate its efforts. 

4. Examine and assist FEA task force efforts to remove 
bottlenecks in development of new energy projects. 

;; 

IV. Congress 

1. Presidential letter to 24 Members to report on Independent 
Commissions meeting. Draft completed. 

2. Continue contacts with Congressional regulatory reform 
group and their staff. 

3. Schedule another meeting with Members after Labor Day. 

4. Closely monitor legislative strategy on all regulatory 
reform bills to insure White House coordination. 

v. Speeches and Other Events 

1. Develop speech for President to give consumers on the 
impact of regulation on consumer costs, then schedule. 

2. Develop speech for President to give to a "special 
interest group" in which he talks tough on the need for 
regulatory reform, then schedule. 

3. See that Paul Theis has materials necessary to keep 
regulatory reform i n a variety of Presidential speeches. 

4. See that a group of spokesmen for the Administration 
begin to emphasize regulatory reform in speeches . 

' 
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VI. Press 

VII. 

1. See that President is continually briefed on status 
of regulatory reform and has talking points for 
interviews. 

2. Work with Press Office to educate general and 
specialized press about the Presidential effort. 

3. Monitor press reports and editorials. Reply where 
necessary. 

State and Local Regulatory Reform 

1. Finalize State and local task force on regulatory 
reform. 

2. Articulate Presidential interest in this area. 

VIII. Organization and Management of Effort 

1. Set priorities for activities and assign responsibilities. 

2. Insure availability of staff resources needed to achieve 
President's objectives. 

3. Provide for regular coordinating meeting. 

4. Develop routine status report. 

' 
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!vtEMORA..''WU.!-'1 FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JAMES T. LYNN 

SUBJECT: Reform of Truck Regulation 

On May 19, you s~nt the Railroad Revitalization Act to 
Congress with a massage stating that it was to be the first in 
a series -of transportation regulatory reform bills and that 
truck and airline l~gislatio~would follow shortly. 

An Executive Branch task force comprised of the Departments 
o£ Transportation and Justice~ CEA, Cw~S, and 0}1B has now 
completed the drafting of a truck bill. This mill is 
specifically designed to enhance competition in the trucking 
industry by providing_ increased pricing flexibility, permitting 
greater ease of entry, w~d eliminating antitrust immunities for 
most rate agreements.' . ~'le expect such action to result in 
reduced rates and improved trucking services. A more detailed 
summar'J of the bill's ,provisions is provided at attachment A. 

There are, however, two major issues that have not been 
completely resolved: (1) Should the Adninistration propose 
the elimination of all economic entry restrictions or do we 
stop short of free entry; and (2) what legal standards should 
be used to judge truck mergers? 

Under Rod Hills' leadership the group has spent L~e last week 
attempting to· reach a compromise. These negotiations are 
now to a point where, although the Justice Department is still 
of the firm opinion that a good case can be made for proposing 
a gradual phasing ~tQ;:· J:ree entry, in the interest of getting 
a truck bill to Congress before the recess, they are willing 
to compro~~se and stop short of complete decontrol. They do, 
however, feel very strongly about the need to subject truck 
merger cases to normal antitrust law. Accordingly, this 
issue is presented for your decision. 

Backqround of Hero-er Issue 

At present, the ICC has authority to approve truck mergers 
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a~ thus exempt such transactions from the antitrust laws. 
In the past, truck mergers and the ICC processes for dea~.ing 
with then have not presented a particular problo~. However, 
consistent with the Administration's announced goals of 
removing unnecessary antitrust uJmunities and increasing 
reliance on the antitrust laws, the Justice Department feels 
that ICC ·truck merger approval authority should be rescinded 
and' that proposed mergers should be subject to the same 
competitive standards as other industries, i.e., Section 7 
of the Clayton Act (as amended) . This statute forbids 
mergers that may subsaantially lessen competition or tend 
to create a monopoly " in any line of commerce in any section 
of the country." It is the traditional antitrust standard 
applied to merger transactions . 

DOT is opposed to the use of Section 7 as the standard for 
truck.mergers because ~~ey feel it is too stringent and will 
prevent many benefici~l mergers from taking place . They 
point out that in an industry of some 15,000 regulated fi~3, 
t here is little danger of oonopoly and are reluctant to change 
present ICC merger procedures which in the past have worked 
well. However, if a change is to be made, they feel the 
Administration should propose a standard which will take 
into account the "speci al characteristicsu of the tr~cking 
industry. Put s i mpl .y , .. their concern is that Clayton Section 7 
will be. mechanically applied as a "litmus test'' of per se 
illegality. For example, if a proposed merger were shown. 
to produce a beneficial. or a neutral effect on competition in 
10 markets but would have an adverse effect on the 11th 
market, DOT fears it will automatically be declared unlawful 
under Section 7 . 

In addition, DOT suggests that the ICC has created a h~ghly 
complicated patchwork system of commodity and routing 
restrictions. Therefore, they arc concerned that determination 
of a merger's anticompetitive effects under Section 7 will 
necessitate lengthy litigation. 

Justice, on the other hand, points out that a number of 
recent merger cases clearly demonstrate that courts do take 
into account special characteristics of the industry:fn 
question as well as ~~e particular economics of the market 
in which the merger is proposed. They contend that a prima 
facie case of illegality can be rebutted by a proper showing 
that anticompetitive effects will not occur and cite bank 
merger cases as evidence of how competitive conditions and 
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s~cial circumstances involved in an individual merger are 
considared in a court decision. Furthern~re, Justice points 
out that the courts do recogni~e that a merger can have anti
compotitive effects in only sone of the markets served by 
merging firms. In such cases, the court decision can be and 
frequently is structured so as to prevent the anticompetitive 
resmlts while allowing the merger to occur. 

Alternatives 

Alternative 1. Include in the bill a provision to subject 
truck '":~~rc-ers to :r.ornal anti trust nroceed"In~ 
under Section 7 of the Cl~yton Act. 

Pro 

-- This provision recognizes a growing concern in the 
Congress and various parts of the Administration 
over the need for a strong antitrust policy to 
accom9any the regulatory reform effort. 

Con 

It eliminates special antitrust treatment for the 
trucking industry which Justice feels is indefensible 
in light of the economics of the industry a..~d the fact 
that unregulated trucking is already subject to Section 
7. '. 

Legislative language to substitute Section 7 for ICC 
consideration has been drafted and could be added to 
the bill. 

DOT feels Section 7 is too stringent a test for 
truck merqers. 

They feel it will not consider the special character
istics of the trucking industry, i.e., how under Clayton 
does one weigh a merger's beneficial effects in some 
marJ::ets against the anticompetitive effects in others? 

Alternative 2. Include in the bill a snecial nerger standard 
to be USed by the COUrts to test prO?OSed 
truck t:'.ergers. 

Pro 

This approach is specifically designed to take into 
account the special needs of ~1e truck industry. 

' 
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It would be written to specifically allow mergers 
that would produce improved trucking services while 
maintaining protection against anticornpetitive effects. 

Con / 

~ -- This approach sets a bad precedent for resolving 
Section 7 problems by writing ne\, standards for each 
industry thought to have "special" characteristics. 

It would delay submission of the truck bill until 
the task force drafts and agrees on the new standard. 
This means at least a two-week delay; therefore, we 
could not submit the bill before the August recess. 

Because the decision centers on differing legal interpretations 
of a statute, White House counsel was asked to provide a 
separate opinion. It is their feeling that we should not be 
attempting to solve problems caused by the Section 7 standard 
by writing new merger tests to fit the "special" character
istics of each industry. If Section 7 is a problem, the 
Justice Department should undertake to examine the standard 
as a separate issue and propose appropriate changes. 
Accordingly, they support Alternative one. 

Decision 

Alternative 1 

Alternative 2 

Attachments 

I 

(Supported by: Justice, 
CEA, CWPS, OMB) 

(Supported by: DOT) 

1. Summary of the Bill's Provisions 
2. Background of ICC Regulation of -.le ... ·ruc!~in: Industry 
3. Analysis of Need for the Bill 
4. Draft Presidential Message 

cc: 
DO Records 
Director 
Director's Chron 
Deputy Director 
Mr. Collier 
Mr. Morris 
EG/MD:Return: Chron 
EG/MD:DSteed kml 24 

• 

Jul retyped 28 Jul ,J 
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TRUCKING REGULATORY REFORM ACT 
SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS 

I 
I. Improvements in ratemaking 

Pricing flexibility. The bill would create a no-suspend 
zone, to be phased in over a three-year period, to per-

,mit truckers to adjust rates up or down within certain 
percentage limits without ICC interference. (Phasing of 
the zone corresponds to that proposed in the Railroad 
Revitalization Act (RRA) -- 7% first year, 12% second 
year, and 15% third year.) After three years, the ICC 
would be prohibited from suspending any rate decreases 
so long as variable costs are covered,and carriers 
would be able to raise rates 15% per year without 
suspension. 

Expediting Hearings. The bill provides that all but 
exceptional rate hearings must be completed in seven 
months (similar to RRA). 

Discrimination. The bill clarifies present law regarding 
the .use of discrimination as a reason for protesting 
rates. Under new provisions, only shippers directly 
affected by the rate change may allege discrimination. 

~· .. . 
Impact Study. The 1pill directs the Secretary of Trans
portation and the ICC to study the effects of the pro
posed changes in r~temaking to be completed in thirty 
months. 

II . Restrictions on Anticompetitive Practices of Rate Bureaus 

Discussions and Agreements on Rates . The bill prohibits 
rate bureaus from voting on rates i nvolving singl ·e line 
movements -- that is, where one carr~er provides the com
plete service. Discussion and voting on joint and through 
rates where more ~han one carrier i s i nvolved will be 
limited to those carriers which hold themselves out 
to participate in the movement • 

.... 
•' 

Rate Bureau Protest of Rates. The bill prohibits ~ate 
bureaus from protesting or seeking to suspend rate pro
posals. 

General Rate Increases. Three years after enactment, 
the bill would prohibit the use of acr oss- the-board 
changes in freight rates. This goes further t han the 
RRA which permits continued use o f s uch increases when 
fuel or labor cost increases are in ·:'d. 

,~ .. ~- , 
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Expedlting Procedures. The bill requires rate bureaus 
to dispose of proposed rate changes within 120 days of 
filir1g. It also requires that the bureaus maintain and 
make available for public inspection voting records of 
its members. 

Administrative Services. Like the RRA, the truck bill 
proposed no change in the administrative services pro
vided by rate bureaus, e.g., publ ishing rates, collecting 
'statistics, etc. 

III. !,creased Ease of Entry 

The bill proposes to ease entry re~trictions in several 
ways: 

It narrows current ICC entry standards by directing 
the ICC to consider the positive effects of the pro
posed entry, e.g., lower operating costs, improved 
service, etc. and prohibits it from considering 
the negative effects of entry on existing carriers. 
It directs the ICC to grant entry to an applicant 
demonstrating he is fit,willing and able · to provide 
a service at a rate which covers his actual costs. 
It directs the Secretary -of Transportation to prom
ulgate methods to calculate actual costs and subjects 
these methods ~o expeditious review by the District 
Court of Ap~eals so as ·to eliminate lengthy litigation 
over cost on· each and every entry proposal. 
It calls for a . three-year DOT/ICC study of the 
effects of the new standards on the quantity and 
quality of truck transportation services, on the 
financial condition of the industry, and on rates. 
At the end of the study, the Secretary could pro
pose· new legislation seeking furthe r liberalization 
of entry in order to realize the full benef~ts of 
competition in the industry. 
In cases where entry is protested and ultimately 
granted in spite of the protest , it would place the 
burden of litigative costs on the protestant rather 
than the applicant, thus encouraging entry attempts. 
It propose~ expansion of a number of areas of unreg
ulated trucking, e.g., to permit free entry to serve 
new plants, to remove restrictions nmv placed on 
private carriers, to exempt small 0\vner-operators 
from ICC regulation, etc. 

IV. Revisions in Merger Provisions 

The specif"c provisions to be included in the bill will 
be determined once a Presidential d in· made on 
Administration policy in this area. 
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v. Other Provisions 

A. 

B. 

c. 

D. 

E. 

. F. 

Aircraft Exemption. The bill expands the current ex
emption for trucking service incident to air trans
portation from 25 to 100 miles. 

Private Carriage. The bilj would remove unnecessary 
restrictions on firms who operate their o'\>m trucks in 
furtherance of their principal business. Specifically, 
it would permit them to carry goods for their affiliates 
and allow them to lease their vehicles and drivers for 
short periods of time. 

New Plant Service. The bill would exempt carriers from 
obtaining ICC approval to serve a new plant in order 
to facilitate a new firm's ability to secure truck 
service. A new plant is defined as any plant less than 
five years old or which is shipping and receiving new 
products. 

Contract Carriers. The bill would remove unnecessary 
restrictions on carriers which operate dedicated 
service to individual customers by allowing these 
carriers to hold both common carrier and contract 
authority over the same routes, and by specifying 
what. factors ~he ICC rnay .or may not consider in 
granting contract certificates. 

Commercial Zones~ The bill directs a DOT study of 
the present system governing metropolitan transportation 
zones to determine whether legislative change is 
required. 

Backhaul Authority and Commodity and Routing Revisions 
The b~ll would allow small mmcr-operator truckers to 
carry regulated commodities on their backhaul trips 
without seeking specific ICC uthority. In addition, 
the bill directs the ICC to take all steps necessary 
to remove ~nnecessary commodity and routing restrictions. 

;" 

• 
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TRUCKING REGULATOHY REFOru1 ACT 

P.ACKGROUND OF ICC REGULATION OF THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY 

In 1935, Congress passed the Motor Carrier Act which extended 
regulatory authority of the ICC to cover motor carriers as well 
as ratlroads. (In 1940, this Ac·t became. Part II. of the 
Interstate Co~~erce Act). This Act gives the ICC authority 
to rGgu~ate basic economic activities of the trucking industry-
rates, ~ntry, and financial transactions including merger. In 
gen~ral, the ICC has the power to dictate what markets a carrier 
can serve, what co~~odities he can transport over what routes, 
and what p;ice he can charge. 

Over the years, a number of trucking activities have been 
granted exemptions from economic regulation from the ICC. For 
example, carriers of raw agricultural products are not bound by 
ICC regulation. Trucking services performed incident to railroad, 
watercarrie~ and air transportation are exempt as are carriers 
exclu~ively engaged in the transportation of .newspapers. 
Intrastate carriers are exemp.t from ICC regulation. As a result, 
the ICC presently regulates, from an economic standpoint, only 
about 50% of the trucking industry. 

From the beginning, tru~king regulation was heavily patterned 
after ICC regulation of the railroad industry, with the ICC 
having considerable discretion over the precise application of 
their very broad and general statutory mandate. Accordingly, 
decisions have been made on a case-by-case basis and the ICC 
has historically become a protector of the regulated industry-
minimizing competitio~ holding rates at higher levels than 
necessary, and discouraging new service innovations which might 
better respond to consumer needs. 

While this finite regulation and control of common carriers 
has resulted in numerous ineffici~ncies, studies of unregulated 
truck transpor tation have shown that this sector tends to be 
efficient and economical and to provide good service to its 
custcmers--often bette.r service than is found in re.gulated 
trucking. However, the different systems of rules governing 
iegulated and unregulated trucking currently only serve to 
compc;und the problem. • 

For example, while unregulated agricultural carriers enjoy the 
freedom to set their own rates and select their own routes, 
they are limited to carriage of agricultural products only 
and are not authorized to carry processed food products or any 
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other type of non-agricultural comnodities on return trips. 
Ofte~ unregulated carriers ~imply break the law and carry 
illeg~l commodities so that they ean s pread their costs over the 
whole trip, providing more economical service. However, by 
restricting entry, the ICC is creating costly inefficiencies 
and indirectly encouraging violation of their own rules. As 
sone economists have pointed out, there would appear to be no 
reason. why regulated and unregulated carriers should not be 
allO\'l.ed to compete for service, thus providing more efficient, 
less expensive transportation services f?r all shippers. 

The Administration's proposed bill has been designed to gradually 
reduce or eliminate excessive ICC regulation. The reforms 
included in the proposed Trucking Regulation Reform Act have 
been carefully drafted to complement reform provisions of the 
Rai l road Revitalization Act. These provisions provide for 
increased pricing flexibility, elimination of antitrust immunities 
for ~ost rate agreements, liberalization of carrier entry re
qui::-ements, and an expansion of existing exempti-on-s applicable 
to unregulated trucking. In general, these proposals are 
designed to increase the efficiency of the industry as a whole 
in order to provide the customer with the best possible trucking 
service at the· lowest possible cost • 

.. 

• 
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TRUCKING REFORM ACT 

ANALYS!S OF THE !-TEED FOR THE EILL 
• 

Earlier this ye~r, the Administration proposed the Railroad· 

Revitalization Act (RRA) designed to improve the economic regulation 
. 

of the railroad industry. Like the RRA, the basic thrust of the 

Trucking Reform Act (TRA) is to improve the economic use of 

resources, to save fuel and to eliminate unnecessary regulation. 

A .discussion of the major problems of the trucking industry 

which the bill addresses, along with an analysis of the effect of the 

bill in redressing these problems follows. 

Improvements in Ratemaking 
~ 

The current systein of motor carrier rate regulation severely 

limits the ability of individual motor carriers to establish new rates 

and innovative services. Current ICC ratemaking rules prevent an 

efficient use of resources in s~veral ways: 

(1) Rates are higher, on average, than adequate to 

attract the resources necessary for an efficient 

motor car.rter industry. There is excess investment, 
,-:· .. 

too much fuel is used, and the general level of prices 
• 

is inflated. 

·-
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(2) Regltlated rates do not allow shippers choice betwPen 

allei'Ilate level~ of service apd price. 

(3) Regulated rate ·" '· ~ufficiently related to the 

costs of p1·ovidil~g •. ..: .......... ific h J.nsportation to which 

each rate applies. csent, rates which are below 

variable cost are c -times not allowed to be raised, 

other rates which are well above variable cost are not 

allowed to be reduced. Consequently, distortion bet.ween 

different classes of shippers, different regions and urban 

and rural areas occurs. 

As a consequence of the rate structure described above, carriers 

compete on the basis of~~ service .they provide. For example, in 
"I 

order to attract customers; a carrier may increase pickup frequency, 

and reduce transit time. To provide this "improved" service, U1e carrier 

must increase his costs and operate with vehicles that are not as fully 

loaded as they should be. The customer, however, might prefer a 

lower "quality" less costly service, but has no way to opt for such an 

alternative within the common carrier system. Shipp~rs have had to 
. - ~. 

swltch to private carriagE:{, adjust inventories, and even their locational 
' 

decisions have been affected b)' their inability to secure price and 

service combinations needed to stay competitive. 

} 
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The oa::>ic uu·u~t oi Uu~ TRA is i:o place greater reliance on 

competitive forces in ratemaking while preserving the protection of 

appropriate regulatory supervision. for shippers and carriers. Giving 

greater scope to individual carrier initiaive in rate setting will result 
' . . . 

in ·a more economic distribution of traffic among the modes, a greater 

variety of service alternatives, and a lower and more equitable overall · 

freight bill. It does this in the following way: 

(a) The bill provides that a carrier's rate may not be found 

unlawfully low provided it is above the carrier's variable cost for 

the specific transportation in question. In addition, the ICC would be 

prohibited from approving rates which are below variable cost and 

from disallowing. a rate increase whi~h brought the rate up to variable 
.• ~ 

cost. This provision would encourage price competition and move 

the rate structure closer to cost-based rates. It would also enable 

carriers to innovate with a wider range of price/ service combinations. . . 

(b) The bill also creates a no-suspend zone in which increases 

or decr~ases, other than general rate changes, could not be suspended 

pending investigation for being too high or too lew, although they still 

could be suspended for vio1'3.ting sections 2, 3, or 4 of the Interstate 

Commerce Act, which are the l>asic sections prohibiting discrimination 

and prejudice to either an. individual shipper or community. 

The no- suspend zone would be phased in over three- year period 

(up to seven percent rate increases or decrease. .:.. ?ear; ·o 

' 
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12 percent in the second year; 15 percent in the third year; and 
f . 

thereafter 15 percent for increases and unlimited decreases). This 

no-suspend zone is a refinement. of the approach proposed in the 

Tra.J.lsportation Improvement Act which did not include a provision 
. . 

for phasing. It is similar to, but of longer duration than, the provision 

in the House-passed Surface Transportation Act of 1974. It is 

identical to the no·- suspend zone in the proposed Railroad Re.vitalization 

Act. 

The no- suspend zone will allow carriers to respond rep idly to 

market conditions and will improve the rate decision making process. 

Today, r~te cases are often decided in a world of hypotheticals and 

-·· · · ----;,may~es. " When rate prpposals are suspended by t:he ICC, the 

hearing on the lawfulness of the rate is without the benefit of real 

world experience regarding the effect of the rate. The no-suspend 

provision will change this process, and allow rates within the zone 

to go into effect prior to hearing, thus providing concrete facts 

for the dec is ion maker. 

The three year pha~ing of the n_?-suspend zone will give ca~riers 
ll~ 

. time to adj~st their fleets because trucks have a short working life. 
• 

The bill will also provide that the ICC must make findings similar 

to those require~ in temporary restraining orders before ordering 

a suspension. 

~./ 
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(c) To expedite the hearing process. the bill will require 

the Commission to complete its rate hearings and render a final . 

judgment within seven months of the time the rate was scheduled 

to go into effect. This time limit could be extended an additional . . 
three months if the Commission made a written report to Congress 

explaining the need for the delay. At present, there is no time 

limit and the average motor carrier rate case requires more than a 
rate 

year. The time limit should greatly expedite Commission~roceedings. 

(d) Carriers will be required to refund, with interest, that 

portion of the increased rate or charge found not to be justified . 

by the Commission. This will discourage carriers from submitting 

rate increases which are·;within the "no.:.. suspend" zone yet are not 

expected to be justified. 

.. (e) The TRA also clarifies present law regarding the standing 

to raise the question of discrimination between various shippers. 

Because the possible discrimination is against a shipper, it should 

be raised by the· shipper and this amendment prohibits _carriers 

from raising the issut:: ~~· discrimina~ion._ In addition, this amendment 

would restrict the standing of shippers to allege discrimination to 
• 

those shippers directly affected by the rate change. A shipper may 

not protest a rate change on the basis of discrimination unless the 

, 
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protesting shipper is also being served by the motor carrier in 

question and that motor carrier is transporting for the protesting 

shipper the commodity which is the subjjct of the rate change. 

· (f) In addi~ion, the Secretary of Ti-ansportation shall, in con

sultation with the Commission, study the effects of these changes 

in rate making. The study shall be completed within 30 months. 

Restriction on Anticompetitive Practices of Rate Bureaus 

To assure that rate flexibility is not used anticompetitively and 

results in more competitive pricing practices, the TRA proposes 

significant changes to tre provisions in the Interstate Commerce Act 

pertaining. to rate bureaus. Section 5 (a) of the Interstate Commerce 
-;-•' . . . 

Act permits carriers subj'ect to the Commission's jurisdiction to act 

collectively and collusively. in establishing rates 

When such action is taken pursuant to an 

agreement approved by the Commission, it is immune from the 

antitrust laws which apply to the rest of American business. Rate 

bureaus or carrier associations have been esta.blishcd pursuant to 

carrier agreements appz:9ved by the ICC. These rate bureaus are th~ 

vehicles through which carriers make decisions reg:1rding the r-ates 
• 

which the member lines shall charge. 

. ' ! 
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Although rate bureaus provide a number of valuable services to 

their members and to the shipping public, they also dampen competitive 

forces in the rate making process and discourage pricing flexibility 

and s,ervice innovation. Rate bureaus discourage the establislunent . . . 

of rates based on the costs of the most efficient carrier and pvvide a 

mechanism through which carriers can set _and keep rates above 

competitive levels. 

Rate bureaus do provide a number of administrative services 

to carrier members, such as arranging for the interchange and 

facilitation of traffic moving via two or more carriers, the publication 

of rates, and the collection of statistics on traffic movements, rates 

charged, and related cost$. The bill would not affect these admin-

. istrative activities. It is addressed only to those activities of the 

rate bureaus which result in the establislunent of non-competitive 

levels of rates. 

The Commission has recently issued an order in Ex Parte Nwnber . . 

297, Rate Bureau Investigation, taking some of the corrective action 

needed. The Commission:s order included a flat prohibition on rate 

.bureau protests against members' independent rate proposals and . 
• 

establishes a 120-day maximum period for processing proposals. 

These changes ·will not eliminate t.1.e anticompetitive influence of rate 

bureaus. 

, 
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The following provisions in T.R.l\. apply to rate bureaus. 

(1) On single line rates, individual motor carriers will hav~ 

complete freedom to propose rates, while on joint rates the influence 

of carriers not participating in the joint movemenfwill be reduced. 

The bill prohibits motor carrier rate bureaus from voting on single 

line movements and limits consideration of joint line rates to those 

carriers which hold themselves out to participate in the joint move-

ment. The bill also prohibits motor carrier rate bureaus from taking 

any action to suspend or protest independent rate proposais by 

members or non-members. 

The proposed legislative change with respect to single line 
--- ---- ------ - - __ , . ~ 

rate agreements would exe~t a competitive influence upon joint rates 

because carrier territories overlap and single line rates are often 

competitive with joint line rates. A single lire carrier will often 

b~ in competition with two or more carriers offering a joint rate and 

through route. Nothing in this proposal would ·prohibit a single line 

carrier from individually :establishing a rate competitive with a joint 

rate established through the rate bureau mechanism. 

. The biil does not preclucle discussions or agreements relating 

to across-the- board percentage changes in freight rates during the 

first three years after enactment. · But after that time they would 

not be allowed. 

, 
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1 (2) Like the Commission's order: the bill rPf!uires all rate 
within 

bureaus to dispose of proposed rate changes I 120 days from 

the time they are filed. However, unlike that order, it requires all 

rate lJureaus to ~aintain and make available for public inspection 

the records of the votes of members. These provisions are designed 

to bring about speedier rate bureau treatment of proposed rate 

changes and to encourage initiative by indh"idual carriers in making 

rate ch~nges. 

The Commission retains its present authority to review and 

approve all rate bureau agreements and to impose such additional 

limitations and conditions on the activities of rate bureaus as it 

believes are reasonable a~ necessary. 

Relaxation of Overly Restrictive Barriers to Entry 

At present, entry into individual trucking markets .is restricted. 

The concept of "public convenience and necessity" has been inter-

preted by the ICC to require that carriers alre.ady operating in a 

market be allowed to carry all the traffic th~y can handle before 

an~ther carrie~ is allow-ed; to enter. TI_le present entry restrictions 
. . . , -

are directed principally towards the well-beihg of existing firms and . . 

not enough at the interests of shippers and consumers as a whole. 

Hance consm11ers have suffered. 

t 
I 
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The Ccmmi::;:;ion's entry pclicy h~s forced new entr~l].!s to 
f • 

narrow their applications to avoid markets where service is already 

provided. The resultant certificates re,lnct both routes served ~nd 
commodities carried. An example of the artificially restricted certificates 

consider a regular route carrier with certification to service Baltimoz:e, 

Philadelphia, and the towns in between, but without authorit-; to 

carry goods between these two cities. Many irregular route carriers 

operate with certificates which narrowly specify commodities which 

may be carried from one part of the country to another. These 

certificates also often provide only one-way authority. Such restricted 

authority exacerbates the ~mpty backhaul problem by reducing or . . , . 
eliminating the natural flexibility of operations essential to obtain 

efficient capacity utilization. 

Taken together, the entry provisions of the TRA would sub-

• 
stantially reform present entry procedure and allow entry as well as 

potential entry to play a much greater role in the natural reguiation 

of market efficiency. Many of the inefficiencies which have crept into 

tl1e industry during 40 years of-regulation would bG reduced or eliminated. 

The following changes in entrv requirements are proposed. 

(a) The TRA entry section broadens the focus of entry 

hearings which are conducted by ICC to incl ., nsideration of 

the shipper's preference for combinations of E • 

' 
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than those available from currently certificated carriers. 

{b) Timeliness is an esstenial ingredient in any successful 

entry attempt. But In fiscal 1974,. the average motor carrier operating 

authority case required over 10 months to resolve. This figure . . . 
includes cases that are trivial route extensions that require little time. 

Controversial entry attempts can be expected to require even longer. 

Delays and their associated expense constitute a barrier to entry which 

does not discriminate between undesirable and desirable entry. 

A simplified entry test is proposed which would reduce regulatory 

delay for those entry cases which have the potential for quick disposition. 

The TRA · proposes to put a time limit on the consideration of such 

entry cases. In recogniti'C?n of the backlog which now exists, a full 

year y.rould be allowed f~r the consideration of applications which 

are submitted within the first 18 months after passage of this provision. 

After this transitional period, a maximum of 90 days would be allowed. 

Under the proposed simplified entry te~t, the Commission would 

be required to issue a certificate: 1) if the applicant demonstrates. 

that he is "fit, willing, _:~nd able"; 2)-if the revenue derived from .. 

· the proposed service will cover the "actual costs" of-the service; and . . 

3) if no protestant proves that the proposed rate is discriminatory. 

The Conunission would be specifically p1·ohibited from considering 

the adequacy of existing service or the effects of the proposed entry 

upon competitors. 

' 
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In some cases, where information on the proposed service is 

difficult to project, the applicant may wish to utilize the cost of · 

exist~ng similar services as evidence of what the fully distributed 

cost on the proposed service will be. Provision for this has been made 

in the TRA. As an option, this provision will give carriers additiomi.l 

· flexibility. But as a requirement, it would tend to frustrate any 

_. carrier which was more efficient than average or which proposedan 

innovation which lowered cost. Hence, the Commission would be 

prohibited from requiring industry-wide or system-wide information 

on cost or revenue. . 

(c) To insure that·th~ proposed rate schedule used for entry is 

meaningful and relatively permanent, the bill provides that the 

Commission may require t..~at it be put into effect for a period of up 

to one year. During that time,. it could be lowered only in response to 

c·ompetitive rate reductions. On the other hand, to prevent harrassment, 

the rate schedule may not be suspended or .set aside. as being unlawful 

for a period of two years. 
- . . . 

(d) In addition, the Secretary, with the cooperation of t.'le 
• 

Commission, is required to conduct a study of the effects of the 

entry standards on the performance of the trucking industry. This 

study shall be completed and submitted to the Congress by the end 

of the third year following enactment of the bill. 

' 
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(e) The TRA also provides foD improvements to the flexibility 

of contract carriers. The Interstate Commerce Act defines contract 

carrier by motor vehicle as one which o/erates "under continuing 
' 

contracts with one person or a limited number of persons ·either 

(a) for the furnishing of transportation services through the assighment 

of motor vehicles for a continuing period of time to the exclusive use 

of each person served or (b) for the furnishing of transportation 

services designed to meet the distinct need of each individual customer." 

Historically, the Commission ha~ favqred common carriers over 

contract carriers. The Commission has done this by restrictively 

interpret}.ng the pubtic_int~:resLtQ.fno~ existing carriers and-~ _ 
I • 

arbitrarily imposing a rule of seven: even though an applicant satisfies 

all of the tests necessary for the granting of the certificate, he will 

be denied the certificate if he already serves seven shippers under 

contract. The effect of the Commission's interpretation has been 

to impede the growth of contract carriers and to deny the specialized 
. -

services a;nd expertise of the contract carriers to the shipping 
. 

community and to the public at large. 
. . 

The TRA removes these unnecessary restrictions on contract 

carriers by changing the entry test which the Commission presently 

applies to contract carriers. 

' 
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1. The Commission would no lon~er be authorized to con.sider 
the effect upon other carriers when deciding contract 
carrier applications. 

2. The Commission would be prohibited from considering 
the number of shippers a carrier provides service to 
when d.eciding an application where facilities ar~ dedicated 
to the shipper. 

3. Where facilities are not dedicated, the Commission may 
consider the number of shippers, but any group or 
association of shippers must 'Qe counted as one shipper. 

4. Carriers would be permitted to hold both common and 
contract authority over the same route provided that the 
contract carriage rates are above variable cost. 

Due to the inherent imbalance of agricultural commodity flows, 

carri~rs of exempt commodities are forced to run empty a substantial 

portion of their rriileage,. ~·_They typically carry· exempt agricultural 
I 

commodities from rural to urban areas and find it difficult to secure 

loads in the return direction due to their lack of authority to carry 

other commodities. 

An additional section would, therefore·, allow carriers to haul 

regulated commodities on their backhauls w1thout specific authority 

provided that: 
. 

1. The backhaul is subsequent to the movement of an 
exempt commodity.. -

e.,J 
2. The carrier owns. or leases three or fe\\jltrucks. 

3. The backllaul is in the general direction of the area in 
which the vehicle is housed. 

' 
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4. Revenue under this provision is not more than 100 
percent of revenue from the carriage of exempt commodities. 

5. The rate charged is contained in an approved tariff which 
has been published by (or for) an ICC regulated carrier. 
A carrie:r operating under this provision would have no 
ability' to set rates but would be allowed to use any approved 
tariff. 

•. 

This provision will save fuel and other scare economic resources 

by improving the efficiency of the many thousands of small exempt 

carriers and owner-operators. 

The Facilitation of Truck Movements Which Are Incidental to Air 
Freight Service 

. The Interstate CommerceAct exempts from economic regulations 

transportation of persons or pr_op_erty __ by _mo_tor___yebicle_ ''when in- ---
1 

cidental to transportation by aircraft. " The Commission by rulemaking 

has determined that to be within the exemption, the transportation must 

be (1) within the "terminal area" of the air carrier; (2) part of a 
• 

continuous movement received from or delivered to an air carrier; 

and (3) on a thi-o~gh air bill of l~ing. The siZe of the "terminal area" 

as determined by the ICC has been too restricted, reSlil.ijng in some 
-· ~ ,. -

truck movements being regulated even thoug_!i they are incidental to· 

• air freight. The TRA the-refore, extends the size of the exempt 

zone to the area within 100 miles of the airport. 

' 
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FacilitaLion of Ivlotor Freight Service'} to New Plants 

Under the present regulatory system, service to a new plan_t 

must be approved by the Commission, ufess the commodities being 
• 

shipped are exempt or the movement is entirely within one State. 

As a result, securing new service can be a problem for any firm 

contemplating the establislunent of a new pl~t. -----
The TRA provides an exemption from this requirement for any 

plant which is less than five years old or which is shipping and receiving 

new products. In addition, any motor carrier which serves under 

this exemption for two years shall be granted authority to continue 

serving permanently. 
- -- - f: • . . 

Removal of Unnecessary Certificate Restrictions 

The ICC has imposed· restrictions on operating certificatas 

that unnecessarily restrict the yypes of commodities that carriers 

~ay transport and that require carriers to follow unnecessarilf 

circuitous routes. These restrictions have resulted in inefficient 

-
use _of the nation's motor transportation capacity and in waste of fuel. 

The TRA ' directs-the Commission to ~ ke all steps necessary to 

broaden the categories of co1amodities that may be carried and to 

remove all restrictions requiring wasteful and circuitous routes. 

As a part of this relaxation, two specific steps are :-:-qui --ed. First, 

(f' . Fo 
~ 'I 
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by-passing any present gateways, provided that the carrier had . 

previously been providing a significant amount of transportation 

via the circuitous route. Second, the ICC must broaden the present 

deviation rules and increase the maximum deviation to 25 percent. 

These provisions would apply to both re gula:r route and irregular route 

carriers. 

A Study of the Need for Change in Commercial Zone Legislation 

Local motor freight transportation is unregulated. The 

zones within which transportation is considered local (commercial 

zones) are generally larger than the central city but smaller than . . 
i 

the metropolitan area. Changes in the boundaries of the zone can 

have a major impact since ·nrms which are included ]n the zone 

have a wider choice of transportation services . 
. 

The TRA directs the Secretary of Transportation, in consultation 

with the Commission, to undertake a comprehensive study of the 

present regulatory systein relating to commercial zones,. to deter"mme 

if .this present regulatory system is consistent with present econo-mic 

realities, and whether there -is need for regulatory or legislative 

change. The study shallbe completed and submitted to the Congress 

within two years. 

' ' '• 
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Provisions Allowing More Efficient Utilization by Private Carriers 

Private carriers are firms whose main business is outside. 

of transportation but who operate trucks in furtherance of their main 

business. Presently, they are allowed to carry their own' or exempt . 

commodities but are prohibited from carrying goods for their 

affiliates on a for-hire basis, and are specifically forbidden to 

lease their trucks to regulated carriers for periods shorter than 

30 days. Both of these restrictions make it unnecessarily difficult 

for private carriers to utilize their vehicles on backhauls (return 

trips). 

The· TRA. would permit private carriers to carry freight 
i 

on a for-hire basis for affiliates. '1\vo firms. are regarded as 

affiliates if either firm owns 51 percent of the stock of the other, or 

if a_. third firm owns 51 percent of both. This will improve the 
. . 

efficiency of any firm where affiliates have freigh~ which is moving 

in opposite directions. Savings of several kihds will result. For . . 

example, a recent study of 14 private carriers by the Department 

found that relaxing this one restriction could save 1. 9 million iniles 

and ·480, 000 gallons of fuel aimually for these carriers alone. 

The · TRA would also permit private carriers to lease their 
.. _.,.· 

,· .~- ' 1-: t.~ 1;0·{·· 

vehicles and drivers to regulated carriers for short periods of time ... ·' :> 
This would enable the private carrier to utilize an otherwise empty 

backhaul by "trip leasing" equipment and drivers to a regulated carrier. 

' 
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The Airline Bill Memo is still being drafted and I will supply 
it to you when it is ready. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. ZOS03 

JUL 1 7 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

JAMEs/: LYNN FROr-1: 

SUBJECT: Status Report on Robinson-Patman 
Act Reform 

In March you announced your intention to seek legislation 
to reform the Robinson-Patman Act. 

Since then, concerned agencies (Justice, Commerce, SBA, HEW, 
CEA, CWPS, and OMB} have explored several alternatives and 
three substantive options have emerged. The purpose of this 
memorandum is to provide you a status report. 

The Robinson-Patman Act (RP-A} was enacted in 1936, in the 
midst of the Depression, essentially to help the small local 
grocers hold their position against the then emerging chain 
supermarkets. The RP-A has two main provisions: One is a 
civil prohibition on discriminating between different customers 
unless the manufacturer can show that his lower price is cost 
justified or is meeting the legitimate competition of another 
manufacturer. Persons injured by prohibited conduct are 
entitled to recover treble damages in private suits.· The 
second is a criminal prohibition against charging "unreason
ably low prices." 

The statute is unusual. No other country except France has 
anything similar, and in France, the government refuses to 
enforce it. 

The RP-A has not achieved its objective of heading off the 
creation of chain stores. In addition to this failure, it 
has reduced price competition and spawned a great deal of 
litigation. 

Also, it has permitted in some manufacturing industries, a 
few firms to dominate the industry by encouraging parallel 

~ pricing practices and, occasionally, by outright conspiracy. 
The RP-A makes it harder for aggressive buyers to break these 
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pricing patterns and thus helps to prevent competitive pricing. 
Moreover, the Justice Department's experience in prosecuting 
criminal price. fixing cases suggests that manufacturers, in 
satisfying the RP..:A, have used that occasion to swap pricing 
information, thus further preventing competitive pricing. 

Therefore, the need for reform is clear. If reform is success
ful, it would contribute significantly to your overall 
regulatory reform program which is aimed at eliminating costly 
government restrictive practices that tend to eliminate a 
healthy competitive market place. However, achieving reform 
will be difficult. The options that have been considered have 
been viewed primarily as ways to head off the inevitable oppo
sition of those businesses who want to avoid effective price 
competition by relying on the civil aspects of the RP-A. 

The following options have been considered. 

OPTIONS 

1. Outright repeal. All agencies, except the SBA, believe 
that outright repeal of the Act is -- on the merits -
from Robinson-Patrnan can be more rationally achieved 
from preserving the Sherman Act's prohibition on 
"attempts to monopolize." Some of your advisors 
believe that outright repeal has the added virtue of 
demonstrating the depth of your commitment to regulatory 
reform .. However, repeal will be vigorously opposed by 
small business groups and has the least prospect of 
success in Congress; Moreover, a repeal proposal will 
be viewed by opponents as a pro-big business move to 
unleash corporate bullies to prey upon smaller firms 
through abuses of market power. It would be argued -
but not demonstrably -- that this could lead to more 
industry concentration. 

2. Predatory pricing substitute. The Justice Department 
has drafted a legislative substitute for Robinson
Patrnan that would outlaw: overt threats by businesses 
to force certain pricing practices on their competitors; 
and sales below out-of-pocket costs (except to meet 
competition or to enter new markets). This substitute 
would significantly narrow the Robinson-Patman Act, 
minimizing or eliminating its use to restrain hard 
competition. It would provide some answer to critics 
of reform, including small business groups. However, 
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sophisticated observers would realize that the pro
tections afforded to small business are illusory 
because violations would be virtually impossible to 
prove. Accordingly, critics would charge that the 
proposal favors big business and will also lead to 
increased concentration . . Again, Congressional 
sponsors will be difficult to attract. 

3. Revision coupled with predatory pricing prohibition. 

The final option builds upon the predatory pricing 
substitute and also outlaws sustained price 
discriminations that systematically favor larger 
buyers or are likely to eliminate competitively 
significant firms from a market. This alternative 
would constitute a major improvement over the status 
quo, making it quite difficult to prove a violation. 
It might be more acceptable to members of Congress. 
However, the modification approach is not favored 
on simple economic grounds (it does not go far 
enough toward repeal); will not satisfy small 
business, and may be viewed as inconsistent with a 
real commitment to regulatory reform. 
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Because the public has a poor understanding of· the costs 
imposed by the Robinson-Patman Act, because the small business 
community is· deeply concerned, and because Congressional 
interest is low, we are proceeding as follows: 

The lead responsibility on this issue has been 
assigned to the newly established Domestic Council 
Task Force on Regulatory Reform. 

The Task Force will begin working with staff members 
representir-g the newly established group of 24 
Congressmen and Senators with whom you recently met 
on regulatory reform. 

Hopefully , ~e can look to this group to provide a 
Congress ional constituency for reform of the Robinson
Patman Act. 

A dec i sion en which l eg islative solution to propose 
will be recor.~ended a fter these consultations by the 
enct of A"L>gt._,t . 
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D0~1ESTIC 

JULY 30, 

1. Follow-up items ·from 7/12/75 meeting {Leach) 
a. S~umary of last meeting-clarifications (attached) 
b. Need to dev:lop work plans for items assigned 

at last meeting. 
c. Comments on Status report and other organizational 

natters. 
d. Result of t~ite House meetings {press, speech, etc.) 

2. Status of Air and Truck Reform Legislation (Collier/Steed) 

3. Results of ETIP meeting on Regulatory Lag (MacAvoy) 

4. Results of Congressional Meetings on Robinson- Patman 
( S.L.lls/Hay) 

5. Ocean Rate Bureau Situation (MacAvoy) 

6 . Proposal for Inflation Impact Analys is Workshop (Collier} 

7. Status of FPC- Intrastate Gas Purchase Rulemaking {MacAvoy) 

S. Assig~~ents/Pollow-up 
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SUr.L."iARY OF DOMESTIC CO"lJNCIL REVIm-1 GROIJP !-lEETING 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1975 
THE ROOSEVELT ROOM 

1 . Several items were followed ·up from last week's meeting: 

a. The status of the 121 brake standard. 

b. The progress on allowing incustry purchase of 
natural gas in intra-State markets. 

c. Need to schedule meetings with six deparb~ent 
heads following the President's remarks at the 
Cabinet meeting. 

2. Establishment of Priorities for DCRG - there was general 
agreement on the following priorities aid assigp_rn~nts: 

a. Continue_, efforts to achieve enactment of re
pealing fair trade laws, enactment of Financial 
Institutions Act and the Railroad Revitilization 
Act. 

b. Complete legislative drafting and submit legis-
la~ion on: 

Truck Reform - OMB lead {Morris} 
Airline Reform - O~lli lead (Morris) 
Robinson-Patman Reform - Justice lead (Sims) 

c. Develop issues and seek Presidential decisions 
on legislation for: 

Cable Television - Domestic Council U1ay} 
Insurance - Justice (Sims) 
Ocean Rate Bureaus - CEA (MacAvoy) 

d. Ensure that the following Presidential directives 
are fully implemented: 

Inflation Impact Analysis - OMB lead (i·1orris) 
Concentrate on Six Agencies to Reform 

Existing Regulations - Domestic Council (Leach) 

e. Monitor activity but do not concentrate effort on 
the following areas: 

~fO)R Capper-volsted - Aqricultural Coop9ratives 
C) <"; ar..vaiting FTC report - Justice (Sims) 

· ~ Improve Consumer Re?resentation - Hills 
.:b Iinnlement State and Local Task Force on 

't- Regulatory Reform - O~lB (HarriS}--
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f. There was no resolution as to what efforts should 
be undertaken in the areas of Antitrust or what 
should be the next steps with Independent Regula
tory Commissions. Follow-up meetings with ETIP , 
Administrative Conference and Justice should re
sult in a plan for the Commissions. 

3. A bi-weekly status report was distributed with responses 
requested as to whet.~er it \vas useful. 

4. Robinson- Patman - Justice agreed to meet with House and 
Senate staff members in the next week and come back with 
recommendations for next steps. 

5. Mr. Hills asked what assistance Ed Berger of NSF and his 
staff night provide to the effort. Some agreement that 
we might want to involve them in some long term reviews 
at a later point in time. 

6. There was an assignment to prepare a concept paper on a 
tax incentives ap9roach to Environmental Safety Regulations •. 
A paper will pe prepared for discussion at the August 13 
meeting of the DCRG . - OMB/Treasury lead (Morris/Clarke} 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Jul.¥ 2.,8 ,. 

TO: Jim Cannon 

FROM.: PAUL LEACH 
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